BID#16-050115SB-ALS00
Access Layer Network Switches
Questions and Responses

Q Are dual power supplies needed?
   A No, we do not require dual power supplies in any switches.

Q Would you like to substitute 3850s for the 3750Xs? The 3850s are a newer and better technology at the same price point. They do not stack with 3750Xs, so if these are intended to be added to stacks of 3750Xs, we can't use 3850s.
   A No, the switches to be acquired will be installed with existing stacks, so please quote as defined in the bid.

Q Are out of State bids accepted?
   A Yes, out of state bid responses will be accepted.

Q Are Cisco products mandatory or can equivalents be proposed?
   A As the switches will be installed with existing Cisco stacks, switches must be all new Cisco switches and no equivalents will be accepted.